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CHAPTE& I
Statement of Problem*-" Ehis is a study of the preparation, objectives,
and methods of foreign language teachers in twenty Negro high schools in
Georgia*
Scope and Limitation of the Study*— This study is limited to the pre
paration, objectives, and methods of foreign language teachers in twenty
Negro high schools in Georgia, for the school year 1946-47. She normative-
survey method of research is used in making this study, with the question
naire as the instrument for securing data*
Definition of fi'erias«~ In order to be clearly understood and to avoid
confusion the following terms are defined as they are used in this study:
1. "Preparation" means the training that teachers had in foreign
language, including high school, college and graduate schools or
special training*
2* "Objectives" means the actual goals that the teachers hope to
attain.
3* "Methods" means the organized procedure that teachers are using to
attain their objectives*
Purpose of the Study*— She purpose of this study is to answer the
following questions:
1* What are the preparation and experiences of foreign language
teachers in these schools?
2» What are the objectives of these high-school teachers for the
teaching of foreign language or foreign languages?
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3. What differences, if any, exist among the objectives of these
teachers?
4. What are the present methods and techniques employed in foreign
language teaching?
5* what is the most commonly used method in the schools studied?
6. Of what value, if any, could this study be in helping school
officials of other institutions to evaluate and set up a better
program for improving the preparation, methods, and effective
ness of foreign language teachers in their schools?
Procedure.— The procedure for making this study was as follows:
1. A questionnaire entitled, "A Study of the Preparation, Objectives,
and Methods of Foreign Language Teachers in fwenty Negro High
Schools in Georgia," was drawn up in the following manner: a
survey of literature was made and the items which were stressed
most frequently in the preparation, objectives, and methods of
foreign language teachers were noted and put into questions*
2. A questionnaire was sent to the principals of eighty-five high
schools in Georgia, It was clearly indicated that the principals
of these schools were to cheek the questions in the section,
"General Information," and then pass these questionnaire to their
respective foreign, language teachers* Sixty-five of the eighty-
five questionnaires from these schools were returned, but only
twenty of the number returned could be used in this study since
the writer was concerned with only the high schools in which a
foreign language or foreign languages are now being taught*
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3. The data from these questionnaires were tabulated, analyzed, and
interpreted.
Value of Study*-— Shis study should give school officials a comprehen
sive picture of the preparation, objectives, and methods of foreign
language teachers as revealed through data from twenty Negro high schools*
She implications of this study should be of value to school officials in
evaluating and establishing a better program for Improving foreign language
teachers*
Belated Literature,-- In the survey of related literature the writer
Mil be concerned with points of view of some of the leading authorities
on (1) the preparation of foreign language teachers, (2) the objectives
of foreign language teachers, and 13) methods and techniques of foreign
language instruction*
I, Preparation of Foreign Language i'eachers- Authors seem to agree
on the fact that foreign language teachers should be well trained* For
example, Doyle1 pointed out the fact that only specialists should be en-
trusted with foreign language instruction* He also pointed out that for
a long time teachers have been assigned to instruct classes in foreign
language merely because there was a free period in their schedules and
because they had been exposed to foreign language in some form* It is
his belief that a background in methods, principles of education and
psychology are not sufficient, and therefore he states that teachers
should have a mastery of the content of their entire field, not only the
Henry Srattan Doyle, ttA Program for lore Effective Teaching of
Modern Foreign Language in the United states," Modern Language Journal,
(April, 1941J, 531-34.
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language, "but literature, history, civilization, national and racial psy
chology, life and customs of the people. He further expressed the opinion
that teachers of modern foreign language should be required to have a speak
ing mastery of the foreign language taught, and that persons who are prepar
ing to teach foreign language should have residence and study in the country
or countries whose language they intend to teach.
Gullette is of the opinion that the preparation of foreign language
teachers should include social-studies and other related subjects. It is his
belief that foreign language teacher-training should be of two types: (1) a
more integrated program of study for those who are seeking employment in
high schools, and (2) a more highly specialized program for those who are
seeking employment in college. He further expressed the opinion that high-
school teachers can be more thoroughly prepared and higly specialized in
their majors and minors and yet meet the requirement for a college degree if
their program of study is well planned. He pointed out that this can be
done by offering more review courses in grammar, composition, pronunciation,
diction, and civilization.
In concurrence with Boyle and Gullette, the Committee of Twelve of the
Modern Language Association made the following statement in connection with
the preparation of foreign language teachers:
To be ideally prepared for giving instruction in a modern language,
I even in a secondary school, one should have, aside from the ability to
teach and the general personal culture necessary to secure the respect
and attachment of pupils, a thorough practical coHimand of the language
to be taught, a solid knowledge of its literature and a first-hand
acquaintance with the foreign life of which the literature is the
reflection ... .
^■Cameron C. Gullette, "The Training of Foreign Language Teachers,"
Modern Language Journal, XXII (January, 1939), S91-96,
i
8C. M. Purin, The graining of Teachers of Foreign Languages (Hew York,
J.939), p. 37.
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The Committee of Twelve of the Modem Language Association further
stated that:
To be decently prepared, he should, at least, have read so much
in the recent literature of the language that he can read about as
easily as he would read matter of the same kind in English. He
should have studied the principal works of the great writers, and
should have taken a course in the general history of the literature.
He should know thoroughly the grammar of the language in its present
form ... .
Kaulfers concurred with the others on the preparation of modern
foreign language teachers in the following statements
Beyond basic courses as may be needed to develop proficiency in
the tool uses of the language, every candidate for a teaching position
in the secondary school should avail himself of offerings that will
develop an intimate acquaintance with the literature and culture of
the foreign country whose language he expects to teach... »
A study, made by the Committee on Direction and Control of the
3
American Council on Education in 1924 , on the preparation of foreign
language teachers in the United states, revealed that (1) the average
preparation of foreign language teachers in the United States was 4.6
years; (2) private school teachers have had wider opportunities for pre
paration than public teachers; (3) nearly one-third of all teachers of
modern foreign languages have not had the minimun experience necessary;
(4) the median requirement for foreign language majors consisted of
approximately 24 semester hours and the median requirement for foreign
language minors consisted of approximately 14 semester hours; (5) about
thirty-seven per cent of the total number replying have had both
*C# 1. Purin, O£. cit., p. 57.
2Walter V, Kaulfers, Modern Languages for Kodern Schools (Hew York,
1942), p. 419.
3C, M, Purin, op_. cit., pp. 28-94.
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observation and practice teaching and the median state requirement in
education and psychology was approximately 17.45; and (6) approximately
SO.5 per cent of the total number of foreign language teachers have
traveled and studied for a short or long period.
H» Objectives- Shere are various points of view on the objectives
of teaching modern foreign languages. Some authors think that the ob
jectives for the teaching of modern foreign language should be distributed
according to courses while others are of the opinion that they should be
integrated* As an example of the former, Diez is of the opinion that
language arts teachers are trying to do too many things at once; thus
there is a need to draw a plan for courses in foreign language which will
differentiate more sharply between objectives and distribute them more
evenly* He proposes the following distribution of the objectives for the
teaching of modern foreign languages: (1) a speaking knowledge of the
foreign language in the high school, U) a reading knowledge in the first
year's college work, (3) and a sustantial course in literature in the
second year's college work* He further pointed out that the cultural
objective can be attained by making the courses as rich and tasty as
possible. The plan for the development of a reading knowledge is in the
! college because the high school student has not yet laid a broad enough
foundation of general education to undertake it* He called attention to
the fact that the proper concentration should be placed on one objective
at the time so that the job can be done well. He holds that since the
Mess, "Our Objectives and Plan for Iheir Better Distribution,"
Mbdern Language Journal. XJOril (March, 1943), 156-66.
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main objective in teaching foreign language in the high school should be
the speaking objective, the average high sohool student should have a
command of an active vocabulary of some five or ten thousand words and a
mastery of one hundred sentences.
! Engel1 is of the same opinion as Dies for he expressed the belief
that the confusion in our modern foreign language teaching is the results
of straddling conflicting objectives.
She Committee of (Twelve of the Modern Language Association of America2
pointed out that the primary immediate objective in teaching modern foreign
language is to develop the ability to read it and that the speaking ability
is put in the background. It was also pointed out by this Committee that
training in grammar, translation, and composition would aid the pupils in
attaining immediate objectives and in arriving at one or two of the ultimate
Objectives. VJhen the pupils have attained the reading objective of the
immediate objectives, they have also attained a second ultimate objective,
that of partaking through literature of the intellectual life of other times
and other people, there is also a chance for pupils to understand some
thing about another civilized nation. Shis Committee thought of the practice
in speaking, in understanding, and in writing as being subordinate to the
attainment of the desired goals, and the ability to speak and to write
foreign language as being reached only by students continuing to study the
j
subject for four years or more*
! £. F. Engel, "Our Pedagogical Dilemma and Way Out," Modern Language
Journal. XXVT (May, 1942), 523-28.
2
Algernon Coleman, The Teaching of Modern Foreign Language in the United
States (lew York, 1929J, p. 7.
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In 1926 Leavitt and Stoudemire1 made a tabulation of objectives as
used by twenty-two states, and the following is the order in which they
were listed:
1. Ability to read
2. Ability to write
3* Ability to speak
4. Acquaintance with the history, the literature, and the people of
the foreign country
5. Ability to understand the foreign language when spoken
6. Mastery of the grammar of the foreign language
7. Ability to translate from English into foreign language
8» Better understanding and appreciation of the English language
9. Mental discipline
The Committee of the Modern Language Association divided the objectives
of modern foreign language Instruction into two groups, "immediate" and
'•ultimate11 objectives:
Immediate Objectives
1* The ability to read the foreign language
2, The ability to understand the foreign language when spoken
3, The ability to speak the foreign language
4, She ability to write the foreign language
Ultimate Objectives
1* Ability to read the foreign language with ease and enjoyment
2. Ability to communicate in writing with natives of the country
Algernon Coleman, op. cit., p. 8.
2Ibid., p. 16.
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whose language has teen studied
3. Ability to communicate orally with natives of the country whose
language has "been studied
4* Ability to master the grammar of the foreign language
5* acquaintance with the history, the literature, and the people of
the foreign country
6* Better appreciation and understanding of the English language
7« Development of correct articulation and clear enunciation
8* Interpretation of vocational and professional values and potenti
alities
III* Methods** The use of well organized methods plays an important
role in the teaching of modern foreign language* There are three commonly
used methods in the teaching of foreign languages (1) "direct method,'*
where instruction is wholly or almost wholly in the foreign tongue; (2)
"grammar-translation method," where foreign language is used only incidental-
ly without trying to get the student to acquire the ability to speak; (3)
"eclectic method,11 where some of tooth one and two may be used*
According to Colemanf the "direct method" is the best for developing
Jthe ability to speak and understand the language* He emphasized the fact
that the "eclectic method" and the "grammar-translation method" are better
for developing the ability to read and write the foreign language*
' 3
Cru expressed the opinion that the "direct method" has caused much
Algernon Coleman, O£. eit», pp. 241-42*
2I>id*
Albert Cru,"tfne Mise Au Point Necessaire de la lethode Directe,"
fie French Review, XIV (May, 1941) 453-60.
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confusion in the minds of parents and pupils, This is attributed to the
laxity in the requirement for teachers and sufficient preparation* The
"direct method" has given some excellent results and will continue to do
so, if used under careful organization and supervision. He further called
attention to the fact that a pure oral approach is carrying a good theory
too far, Cru1 is also of the opinion that the "direct method" should no
longer mean aiming at a priority in attaining skill in oral composition
on the part of the learner, lout it should mean a problem-solving approach
to learning through experience derived from participation in activities*
Direct should involve an oral initiation or concomitance, whether the
priority of skill be reading, writing or speaking on the part of the
learner; hence we should say Mdirect-oraln, Mdirect-reading", and"direct-
writing",
Basiluis2 pointed out that the reading method should not be abandoned,
as it is too often the case at the end of the first year. It is his
belief that reading or the reading method should be continued throughout
the second year* so that all students may read at least several great
works of the literature*
IV* Techniques- Authors have agreed that the skillful use of films
and slides is very helpful in teaching students to better understand
foreign language* inor example, Washs thinks that in the presentation of
the geographical and historical background of a country, sound films
*Albert Cru, op_* cit»
2H. A. Basiluis, "Concerning the Objectives and Methodology of the
Second Year," German quarterly, XIII (November, 1940), 177-88*
%illiam Washs, "Making the Background Visible," Modern Language
Journal, XXSIl (January, 1943), 31-35*
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would give the student a comprehensive picture of the entire country*
Bernard1 is of the same opinion and suggested the use of the same in
foreign language instruction*
5?ireman2 pointed out that the classroom of the foreign language
teacher should be a stimulating environment with flags, pictures, maps,
foreign magazines, newspapers and other devices for effective teaching*
Prom the survey of literature one might draw the following conclusions;
1* !Dhe preparation of foreign language teachers should include well
organized courses in foreign language, study abroad in the country
whose language is concerned, methods and principles of education
and psychology, and related courses*
2* Objectives for teaching of foreign language should be well defined
and that ther are immediate and ultimate objectives*
3* fhere are three commonly used methods in teaching foreign language
(a) "direct method,1? (b) "grammar-translation method," and (c) the
"eclectic method," and that the method of instruction used will
depend largely on the objectives of the teacher*
4* Teaching devices, such as, phonograph records, pictures, maps,
charts and other devices play a primary role in the teaching of
foreign language*
^Edward G. Bernard, "Using Films and Slides Effectively," Eodern
Language Journal, XXIV (February, 1939), 357-59.




Information About the Schools,—» 4s stated in Chapter I, the data for
this study were secured from twenty Eegro high schools in Georgia* ill of
the schools from which data were secured are accredited by the state of
Georgia, but only eight of these schools are accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools*
Of the twenty schools studied, fourteen offered French, five offered
Latin, and one offered Spanish* French is a required course for eleven
schools and an elective course for the other three schools* Latin is a
required course for three schools and an elective oourse for two schools,
while Spanish is a required oourse for the school offering it*
There was no attempt made in this study to treat separately the train
ing, objectives, and methods of the teachers at the high schools accredited
by the state of Georgia nor those of the teachers of the high schools
accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Sable 1 shows the name and location of the schools accredited by the state
of Georgia and of those accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools*
Sequence of Presentation of Data,— fhe data for this study are present
ed under the following headings t
1. Preparation of foreign language teachers, including the study in
foreign language in high school, college, graduate school, and study
abroad
2* Academic degrees held by teachers of foreign language
12
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3* Graduate study done "by teachers of foreign language
4, teaching esgerience of foreign language teasers
5, Sravel experience of foreign language teachers
6, Objectives of foreign, language teachers
7* Methods used by teachers of foreign langaage
8, Professional magazines subscribed to "by teachers ©f foreign language
In presenting the picture of the preparation, objectives, and methods
and techniques of foreign language teachers as revealed by this study, the
writer has "been obliged to rely wholly upon data secured from questionnaires*
THE HAME AND LOGA3JIOM OF fHE MfflEX GEORGIA HIGH SCHOOLS S3JUDIED
1946-47
Name of Schools
* Athens High and Industrial School
* Avondale High School
• Ballard High School




last Depot Street High School
George Washington Carver High School
* C&llespie-Selden Institute
Herring Street High School




Immaculate Conception High School
* Lithonia High School
Kadi son High School
* Spenoer High School
Swainsbore High School






















Southern Association of colleges
and Secondary Schools*
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i Preparation of Foreign Language Teachers,— fhe preparation of foreign
language teachers is important in this study* fhe questionnaire (Appendix
A) used for this study includes a section on the "Preparation of Foreign
Language teachers,w with questions designed to secure data which would
indicate the study of foreign language in high school, college, graduate
school, and study abroad. None of the teachers included preparation other
than that asked for the questions in this section* She data secured on
this phase are shown in fables 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, and 9*
Years of Study in Foreign Language*■— In the twenty schools studied
there were fourteen teachers of French, five teachers of latin, and one
teacher of Spanish* 4a mentioned in the previous paragraph, questions on
the questionnaire were designed to secure data on the years of foreign
language study*
Jk& analysis of data showed that only a small percentage of all foreign
language teachers had received training in foreign language or foreign
languages beyond the college level* Of the schools studied, the years of
training in trench for the fourteen teachers of that language were as
follows: three or twenty per cent of the teachers had six or seven years
of training; six or forty-two per cent of the teachers had four or five
years of training, while five or thirty-three per cent of the teachers had
two or three years of training in the study of French* This includes the
study of French by the teachers in one or more of the following types of
institutions: secondary schools, colleges, and graduate schools*
It was found that approximately six teachers or forty-two per cent of
the total number of French teachers had training in that language equal to
or above the average years of training, and approximately eight teachers or
15
fifty-eight per cent of the total number of French teachers had training
below the average years of training which was 4,7 years. The years of
training and the number of teachers are shown in Table 2,
TABLE 2
NUMBER OP TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT FRENCH DUEING THE SCHQQL TERM 1946-47 Iff
HIGH SCHOOLS OF GEORGIA, AND THE NUMBEB OF YEAES THEY STUDIED











For the five teachers of Latin, approximately two or forty per cent of
the five teachers had six or seven years of training* one or twenty per cent
of them had four or five years of training; while two or forty per cent had
two or three years of training in the study of Latin, A further analysis
of the data in Table 3 shows that approximately fifty per cent of these
SABLE 3
NUMBER OF TEAOHEBS WHO TAUGHT LATIN DURING THE SCHOOL TEBM 1946-47 IH
! HIGH SCHOOLS OF GEOHGIA, AND THE NUMBER OF YEABS THEY STUDIED












teachers had training in Latin equal to or above the average years of
training 4*2 years» while the other fifty per cent had training "below the
average years of training in Latin*
She data secured in this study revealed that there was only one Spanish
teacher whose average years of training in that language were approximately
3 years. this teacher majored and minored in foreign languages in college
and on the graduate level* This teacher has also completed the required
courses for the master's degree in lomance languages, but has not taken
the final oral examination. 3Jhe average years of preparation of the
Spanish teacher in the study of Spanish is Below the average years of pre
paration of the French and Latin teachers*
fABLE 4
HUHBER OF TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT SPANISH UJHING- THE SCHOOL TERM 1946-47 IE
HIGH SCHOOLS OP GEORGIA ,MD THE NUMBER OF YEARS THEY STUDIED








Looking at the training of all foreign language teachers in this study,
it can be noted that only a small percentage of these teachers had train
ing in the study of foreign language beyond the college level*
A, further analysis of data in faftLe 5 shows that five or twenty-five
per cent of the foreign language teachers had eight or sine years of study!
five or twenty-five per cent had six or seven years of study; six or thirty
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per cent of them had four or five years of study, while four or twenty per
cent of the teachers had two or three years of study in foreign language.




UMBER OF fEAGHEBS WHO TAUGHT FOItETGtf LANGUAGES DLTRIHG THE SCHOOL TEBil 1946-
47 SH GSOEGIA HIGH SCHOOLS, 1KB THE MMBSi OF YMBS THEY STUDIED















Study in foreign Language Abroad*— It has been generally assumed that
colleges would not give credit toward fulfilment of graduation requirement
for study in foreign language abroad. Even if this problem could be solved
there would still be the problem of finding an American institution that
would give credit equivalent to the credits received at a foreign institu
tion. 4s shown in fable 6 of this study, the data reveal that only one or
five per cent of the total number of teachers questioned spent approximately
one year in the study of foreign language in the country concerned* four
or twenty per cent of the total number of teachers questioned have been
abroad, but only one or five per cent studied foreign language in the
country or countries concerned*
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SABLE 6
IOIBSB OF TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT FOREIGN LAHGUAGES JUHTIIG fHE SCHOOL TEEM
1946-47 II HIGH SCHOOLS OF GEORGIA, AMD fHE LENGTH OF TIME
THEY SPENT III STUDY. ABROAD









Academic Begrees Held by Teachers of Foreign Language,—■ further data
on the amount of training, which has been enjoyed by the present group of
foreign language teachers, (Table 7) are derived from consideration of the
academic degrees held by teachers in the schools studied* This reveals
that all of the teachers hold the bachelor's degree* However, only ten or
fifty per cent of the total number of teachers questioned majored or
minored in foreign language or foreign languages* M analysis of the
figures in Table 7 reveals that six or thirty per cent of the total number
of teachers questioned held the bachelor*s degree with a major in a foreign
language; three or fifteen per cent of the total number of teachers Question
ed held the bachelor's degree with a minor in a foreign language, while
only one or five per cent of the total number of teachers studied held the
bachelor's degree with a major and minor in foreign languages* The remain
ing ten or fifty per cent of the total number of teachers questioned, held
the bachelor's degree with majors and minors in other fields* The returns
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from teachers reporting data for this study show that the highest academic
degree held by teachers was the master's degree, but none of these teachers
earned the master's degree in foreign language.
SABLE 7
NUMBER OF TEACHERS OF FOBEIGN LANGUAGE IN HIGH SCHOOLS OF GEORGIA MO HELD















Graduate Study in Foreign Language.-— The data in this study show that
a small percentage of the teachers questioned have done graduate study in
\ foreign language. Several teachers have done graduate study in other fields
such as social work, education, English etc., but only a small percentage of
the total number of teachers has done graduate study in foreign language.
The data in Table 6 reveal that ten or fifty per cent of the teachers
questioned have done graduate study. A further analysis of the data shows
that nine or ninety per cent of the total number of teachers who have done
graduate study did this study in other fields and not in foreign language,
while one or ten per cent of the total number of teachers who have done
graduate study did this study in foreign language. The remaining tea
teachers have not done graduate study in any of the fields mentioned above.
These data are shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 8
HUiiBER OP TEACHERS MO TAUGHT PGEiElGH LANGUAGES IK GEORGIA HIGH SCHOOLS
HIRING THE SCHOOL VEBBi 1946-47 MB DID GKAHJA'i'I; STUIK Iff
F0HEI.GM LAiJGUAQE AND OTHER FIELDS
fypes of training
Graduate Study in foreign





teaching B3cperieuce»—» In answer to the question, "What are the
experiences of foreign language teachers in the teaching of foreign
languages?1*, all the teachers reported that they had had experience in
teaching foreign language. Information relative to teaching experience of
foreign language teachers is shown in Ea"ble 9, and the following discussion
is based on these data* for teachers of French, three or fifteen per cent
had five or more years of teaching experience; one or five per cent had
four years of teaching experience; five or twenty-five per cent had three
years of teaching experience; three or fifteen per cent had two years of
teaching experience; while two or ten per oent of the teachers had one year
of experience in teaching foreign language* for the Latin teachers, three
or fifteen per cent of the teachers had five or more years of teaching
experience; one or five per cent had three years of experience in teach
ing foreign language, while the Spanish teacher had four years of
experience in teaching this foreign language*
A further analysis of Sable 9 reveals that the average number of years
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of teaching experience for French teachers was 3, for Latin teachers 4, and
i for the Spanish teacher 4. The average number of years for the foreign
language teaching body as a whole in the teaching of foreign language was
: approximately 3.5 years. Approximately eleven teachers or fifty-five per
cent of the total number of teachers questioned had experience in the
teaching of foreign language equal to or above the average years of teach
ing experience, while nine teachers or forty-five per cent of them had
experience in the teaching of foreign language below the average.
SABLE 9
HUMBEB AID PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT FOBEIGH LANGUAGES HIRING THE
SCHOOL TERM 1946-47 IN HIGH SCHOOLS OP GEORGIA, AND THE SUIEBEB OF
















































travel Abroad.— On examining the data collected, it is immediately
noted that only a small percentage of the total number of foreign language
teachers studied have been abroad. Of the total number questioned, one or
five per cent went abroad for the purpose of studying the foreign language|
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three or fifteen per cent went Abroad for pleasure or as members of the
United States Army, while the remaining sixteen or eighty per oent have
not been abroad for the purpose of studying foreign language or for
pleasure*
: TABLE 10
SOMBER OF TEACHERS 1H0 TAUGKT FOREIGN LANGUAGES DOSING THE SCHOOL TERM












Objectives of foreign Language Teachers.—■ In an attempt to find out
what were the objectives of foreign language teachers in the twenty schools
studied, a list of six objectives was submitted to the teachers of the
schools covered in this study* Each teacher checked the objectives which
she hopes to realize from her courses in foreign language or foreign
languages* The following is a list of the objectives and in the order
which they were submitted to the teachers on the questionnaire*
1* The ability to read the foreign language
2* The ability to understand the foreign language
3* The ability to translate from the foreign language to English
4* She ability to translate from English into the foreign language
; 23
5* She ability to speak the foreign language
I
i 6. The ability to write the foreign language
i the teachers were also asked to list other objectires that they hope
i to realize from their courses in foreiga language or foreign languages.
! fhe returns from these teachers show that eight teachers or forty per ©ent
of the total number of teachers listed additional objectives, while twelve
teachers or sixty per eent of the total number of teachers did not list
additional objectives*
i TABLE 11
| OBJECSIVES USED BY ESAQHE88 OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES HT GEOBGIA HIGH SCHOOLS
| DURING THE SCHOOL SEM 1946-47, AMD THEIR FREQUENCY
■ Objectives
She ability to read the foreiga language. • .
fhe ability to translate from foreign language
jfhe ability to write the foreiga language. .
Wte ability to translate from. English into
[She ability to understand the foreign language...
She ability to speak the foreign language... •
She ability to better understand and appreciate










Sable 11 shows the objectives of foreign language teachers in the
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schools studied in the order of their highest frequency. An analysis of
the data in Table 11 shows that all of the teachers placed emphasis on
"the ability to read the foreign language," eighty per cent of the teachers
plaoed emphasis on "the ability to write foreign language" and "the ability
to translate from foreign language into English?, It can. further be noted
that seventy-five per cent of the teachers placed emphasis on the "ability
to translate from English into the foreign language," while only sixty per
cent of the teachers plaoed emphasis on the "ability to understand the
foreign language"• Objectives listed by teachers in additional to those
found on the questionnaire submitted to them were: "the ability to better
understand and appreciate the English language," and "to create a friendly
attitude on the part of the pupils toward people in foreign countries*
Methods used by Teachers of foreign languages.— In answer to the
question "What are the methods used by teachers of foreign languages?11,
data revealed that approximately nine or sixty-four per cent of the total
number of French teachers used the "grammar-translation method", three or
twenty-one per cent of the French teachers used the "direct method", while
only two or fifteen per cent of the total number of French teachers used the
"eclectic method". From the data in fable 12 it might be noted that all
teachers of Latin used the "grammar-translation method"*
It was found that fourteen teachers or seventy per cent of the foreign
language teachers taken as a whole, used the "grammar-translation method".
However, four or twenty per cent of the teachers used the "direct method",
while only two or ten per cent used the "eclectic method" in the teaching
of foreign language. Saese data are shown in Table 12*
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TABLE 12
METHODS USED BY FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS IN HIGH SCHOOLS OF GEORGIA
Methods of Teaching
foreign Language
Direct Method . .
Grammar-Translation
Method













Teaching Devices*-- An analysis of the data shown in Table 13
reveals that teachers of foreign language ia the schools studied used
the following devicesJ phonograph records, pictures, maps, charts, sound
films, and flash cards. An analysis of Table 13 shows that five or twenty-
five per cent of the teachers used pictures, four or twenty per cent of
the teachers used maps as teaohing devices, while only a small percentage
of them used the other teaching devices listed in the Table,
Professional Readings.— The data shown in Table 14 reveal that only a
email percentage of the teachers of foreign language subscribed to or have
access to journals and magazines* The returns from the teachers to whom
questionnaires were submitted show the following list of professional
journals and magazines: Education, School and Society, Modern Language
Journal, Educational Journal, South America Review, Impressions Review,
and The English Journal* Only three or fifteen per cent of the teachers
have access to the English Journals two or ten per cent of the teachers
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have access to the Modern Language Journal, while a ranch smaller per cent
subscribed to or have access to some of the other journals and magazines
listed in Table 14.
SABLE IS
TEACHING DEVICES USED BY SEAGHEE3 OF FOBEIGI LANGUAGES Hf GEORGIA HIGH
SCHOOLS DUKIltti SHE SCHOOL TEEM 1946-47
Teaching Devices
Phonograph Beeords . .
Pictures • . « * .
Sound Films • • • •























PROFESSIONAL MAGAZIUS AMD JOUENALS SUBSCRIBED TO BY TEACHEBS
OF FOEEIOIT l&UGJAtim 1946-47
Magazines and Journal Subscribed to
and made Available to teachers
School and Society • • •
Modern Language Journal • •
Educational Journal • . •
South America Beview ...
Impressions Beview • » • .











Summary^— The problem considered in this study was the preparation,
objectives, and methods of foreign language teachers in twenty Hegro high
schools is Georgia for the sehool term 1946-47. The purposes of the study
were to answer the following questions:
!• that are the preparation and experiences of foreign language
teachers in these schools?
Zm lhat are the objectives of these high-school teachers for the
teaching of foreign language or foreign languages?
S, lhat differences, if any, exist among the objectives of these
teachers?
4* ihat are the present methods and techniques employed in foreign
language teaching?
5» lhat is the most commonly used method in the schools studied?
6* Of what value, if any, could this study be In helping school
officials of other institutions to evaluate and set up a better
program for improving the preparation, methods, and effectiveness
of foreign language teachers in their schools?
The study was limited to the preparation, objectives, and methods of
foreign language teachers in Negro high schools in Georgia. The normative-
survey method of research was used in making the study with the question
naires as an instrument for collecting data, A questionnaire was sent to
the principals of eighty-five high schools in Georgia. It was clearly
indicated that the principals of these schools were to answer the questions
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In the seetion "General Information", and then pass these questionnaires
to their respective foreign language teachers*
Sixty-five of the eighty-five questionnaires from these schools were
returned* tut only twenty of them could "be used in this study since the ;
writer was concerned with only the high schools in which foreign language
or foreign languages were toeing taught, She data from these questionnaires
were tabulated, analyzed, and discussed in Chapter II*
Conclusions»-■» In answer to the questions stated in the purpose of
the study, data from returns of questionnaires submitted to teachers reveal
ed the following outstanding facts about the preparation, objectives, and
methods of foreign language teachers in Georgia high, schools during the
year 1946-47$
X« The preparation of the foreign language teachers questioned ranged
from two to eight years in respective fields of French, Latin, and
Spanish. The average preparation of the Srench teachers was 4.7
years, for the Latin teachers 4.2 years, and the Spanish teacher
3 years* She average preparation for all of these teachers of
foreign language was 4.5 years* Shis preparation included the
study of foreign language in one or more of the following types
of institutions* secondary schools, colleges, graduate schools,
and schools in foreign countries where the respective languages
are adopted* It was found that fifty per cent of the teachers
questioned majored or minored in foreign language on these levels,
whereas the remaining fifty per cent of the teachers questioned
majored and minored in other courses and took courses in foreign
language merely as a requirement*
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fhe teaching experience of the foreign language teachers questioned
ranged from one to five or more years. She average number of years
of teaching experience for French teachers was 3, for Latin teachers
4, and for the Spanish teacher 4. She average number of years of I
experience in the teaching of foreign language was S.3 years,
2, Ihere was general acceptance of the objectives for the realization
of translating and writing the foreign language, but only a few
teachers placed emphasis on the objectives for the realization of
speaking and appreciating the foreign language. All of the teachers
ojiestioned listed as their major objective the development of the
ability to read the foreign language. The ability to translate
from foreign language into English and the ability to write the
foreign language were emphasized by sixteen or eighty per cent of
the twenty teachers questioned, but only one teacher listed as an
objective that of creating a friendly attitude toward foreign
people in other countries, fhe objectives listed by these teachers
were in keeping with the immediate objectives listed by authorities?
however, one teacher or five per cent of the teachers questioned
listed an ultimate objective.
S, fhe main difference among the objectives of the teachers questioned
lies in the fact that fewer teachers accepted the objectives for
developing the ability to speak and appreciate the foreign language.
4. She present methods employed by the foreign language teachers
questioned were: "the direct method", "the grammar-translation
method", and "the eclectic method". She grammar-translation
method of teaching foreign language was chosen by the majority of
so
the teachers* She method chosen by these teachers is in keeping
with the method advocated by authorities for realizing the ability
to read the foreign language. The eclectic and direct methods
were used by only thirty per eent of the teaehers questioned*
la adopting certain techniques teachers made use of phonograph
records, pictures, soaps, charts, flash cards and other devices*
Shese indicate that teachers were utilising visual and auditory
approaches•
5« She method most commonly used by the teachers questioned was the
"grammar-translation"• She grammar-translation method was used
by seventy per eent of the teachers, while only thirty per eent
of them used the direct and eclectic methods*
6. this study should give school officials a comprehensive picture
of the preparation, objectives, methods and techniques of foreign
language teaehers in the high schools of Georgia, She implications
of this study should be of value to school officials in evaluating
the preparation, objectives, methods and techniques of foreign language
teachers in the high schools studied* The implications of this
study should also be useful to school officials in organizing a
better program for improving foreign language teachers in their
schools*
Implications*-* Ihis study revealed the following implications which
might be significant*
1* There seems to be a need for more training in the study of foreign
language on the part of teachers who are engaged in the teaching
of foreign language* 9?his is based on the fact that the average
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preparation of the foreign language teachers studied was 4.5 years.
This included a study of foreign language or foreign languages fey
teachers in one or more of the following institutions: secondary
schools, colleges, and graduate schools. Authorities expressed the
i
opinion that foreign language teachers should have at least two
years of foreign language in high school, and thirty college semester
hours if they major in foreign language and twenty college semester
hours if they minor in foreign langaage. This would require more
than 4.5 years of study*
g*. iEhere is a need for school officials to encourage $ialified teachers
of foreign language to do graduate study in foreign language, fae
need for school officials to encourage teachers of foreign language
to take advantage of scholarships and state aid for further study
is also inherent within this indication. Kiis was shown in the
fact that only one teacher out ten who had done graduate study did
it in foreign language*
5, Teachers need to include ultimate as well as immediate objectives
in the teaching of foreign language, tout data in this study reveal
ed that only a few teachers were placing emphasis on the ultimate
objectives.
4. Since professional journals and magazines make it possible for
teachers to keep atoreast of the recent trends in foreign language
instruction, school officials should as far as possible encourage
teachers to subscribe to or make available such publications with
source materials pertaining to the teaching of foreign language or
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foreign languages* Data from this study revealed that only ten per
cent of the total number of teachers studied subscribed to or had
access to professional journals and magazines pertaining to the
teaching of foreign language or foreign languages*
5* fhere seems to be a need for a clear statement of the contribution
of foreign language to the realization of the objectives of
education. Data in this study revealed that only twenty out of
sixty-five schools were offering foreign language, lore than fifty
per cent of the schools who were not offering courses in foreign
languages had substituted other courses for foreign language.
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APPENDIX
OP 2KB PEffiAMPIOH, OBJEOTIYES, AHD METHODS OF FOBEIGS LAIGUAGE
TEACHERS IK OTEJOT HEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS II GEORGIA
If the question is not clear, furnish the information in accordance
with your interpretation rather than omit it* You are free to make brief
remarks.
Filled "bars Bate .
Same of School8 ,
Location of School> #
City ' County
general Information?
1. la foreign language taught in your school?
(Check answer) Yes., Ho.
2« If yoar answer is "Ho** has it ever feeen taught?
(Check answer) Yes...... No....«
3, Indicate reasons for the discontinuance of foreign language or foreign
languages in your school*
(Indicate here)
4. If foreign language or foreign languages are taught in your school
answer questions from a to h«






....Spanish. (Add others if necessary)
•••••*••••• ••••••••
%• How many students are enrolled in each course?
(Indicate here)
......French I ••••••• French II
• German I «•••••• German II




c. On what grade level are these courses taught?
(Indicate here)
••••• French I ••••• French II
••••• German I ••••• German II
••••• Spanish I ••••• Spanish II (Add other if necessary)
d« List age ranges of students in each course taught (For example:
12-15 French I
(Indicate here)
••••« French I ••••• French II
••••• German I ••••• German II
••••• Spanish I »•••• Spanish II (Add others if necessary)
e* What is the length of your class period?
(Indicate here)••••••••••••••«••••»••*•
£• Are these courses required or electives?
(Check answer) ¥es«*«««« Ho««*««*«
g. Which of these are required?
(Check here)
••••••• French I «•••• French IX
••••••• German I ••••• German II
••••••• Spanish I ••••• Spanish II (Add others if necessary)
h. Which of these are eleetives?
•••«•• French I ••••• French II (Add others if necessary)
•••••• German II ••••• German IX
•••••• Spanish I ••••• Spanish II
Preparation of Foreign. Language Teacher;







































Ph. D. iMd others if necessary)




• » Ph.D. (Add others if necessary)
4* If you do not hold the Master's degree, give in the space provided
below the number of semester hours of graduate work beyond the Bachelor's
degree you have completed. (Indicate here) lhat field






6. Indicate the number of years you have studied foreign language or
foreign languages ins
(Check here)
••••••• Secondary or Preparatory school
•••••#• Normal or Teachers' Colleges
.•••••• College (Undergraduate)
••••••• University or College (Graduate)
• •»•••• Summer School (Ifumber of weeks in session)(Add other if
necessary•••••••••••••
7* Cheek the number of semester hoars of teacher-training you have
completed on each of the following levels:
(Check here)
••••••• Secondary or Preparatory
••••••• College (Add others if necessary )
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3* Cheek the number of years you have studied each of the following: (Shis





...♦••Latin (Add other if necessary)
9« How many years of experience have you in teaching one or more foreign
languages?
(Check here)
•••• One year •••• lour years
.... Two years •••• Five or more years
•••• Ihree years
10. Have you visited the country where the foreign language you are now
teaching is spoken?
(Oheek answer) Yes,,..». Ho •
11* If your answer in number 10 is "Yes" what length of time?
(Indicate here)
••••••• One to six months
• •••••• Six. months to one year
••••••• One year or more
12* Check each of the following related courses you have studied.
(Check here)
•••••• Medieval History
•••••• United States History
•••••• French History
•••••• English History
•••••• Greek and Roman History (Add others If necessary)







••••« History of Education
..... Principles of teaching
••••• General and Special Methods of Teaching
.,.., teaching of foreign language in the Secondary School
14. Which of the above courses have been most useful to you in your teaching
procedure? (Indicate here) , ______
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Objectives!
1. Which of the following objectives are your courses in foreign language
or foreign languages designed to yield?
{Check here)
••••• fhe ability to read the foreign language,
• •••• fhe ability to understand the foreign language
• •••• fhe ability to translate from foreign language into English
••••• fhe ability to translate from English Into foreign language
• •••• 'i'he ability to speak the foreign language
She ability to write the foreign language (Add others if necessary)
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■••••••••••••■••••••••••••••••a
2* Idst other objectives that you hope to realize from your courses in
foreign language or foreign language:
(Indicate here)
Methods:
Check the following foreign language or foreign languages being taught





..•Latin (Add others if necessary)
:2* la addition to teaching foreign language or foreign languages in what
other field are you teaching?
(Check here)
••••lone ••••Natural Science
•••• Language Arts •••• Social Science
.•»••Vocational and Industrial Arts
S« Bo you subscribe to or have access to professional journals or language
reviews? If so list title or titles below,
(Indicate here)
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• • •. • Gramaar-2ranslation Method
Eclectic Method
7. How is your elass period uaed? Gheck the per cent of your class period
used on each of the following:
(Check here)
..... Oral Work
«•••• Translation into English
••••• Translation into foreign language
•••«• Free composition
••••• Belli in English
••••• Brill in foreign language
8. List teaching aids and devices used to help students better understand
and appreciate foreign language
(Indicate here) .
9. List special activities in which you and members of your foreign
language classes engage
(Indicate here)
10. list organizations or clubs with which you and members of your foreign
| language classes are affiliated
(Indicate here)
So teachers in. other departments cooperate with you in carrying out
your plans? (explain)
What is your point of view on the modern methods of teaching?
You are free to express yourself or give any remarks concerning the
teaching of modern foreign languages*
